This paper describes an object-oriented Time Warp (TW) mechanism which supports general parallel simulation on a distributed, possibly heterogeneous, computing environment. As a significant application of the developed TW, a simulation model adequate for large personal communication services (PCS) networks is proposed and its performance results given. Special attention is paid to such TW critical issues as load balancing and checkpointing interval tuning which strongly affect the achievement of good speedups. The experimental results confirm that good performance can be obtained on an heterogeneous distributed system provided an accurate parameter tuning is accomplished. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
Discrete event simulation is a well-known technique for modelling, analyzing and designing complex systems like PCS networks, which may not be fully investigated using analytical models. Simulators for these systems running on single processor machines can require large amount of resources, i.e., computing power, memory space and simulation time to complete. As a consequence, parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) techniques [3, 7, 8] are often claimed in order to provide the necessary simulation speedup. However, PDES mechanisms are hard to implement since they must cope with causality errors, i.e., the possibility of receiving a past event when a simulation entity (logical process, LP) has already progressed into its future. A range of both pessimistic and optimistic strategies can be considered in order to deal with basic synchronization problem of PDES. Time Warp (TW) [ 1,7,8, lo] is an optimistic mechanism which allows logical processes to evolve asynchronously and to have, temporarily, different values of their local virtual times (LIT). Messages are provided of time stamps indicating the sending and receiving times. An LP processes incoming messages in time stamp order. While receiving a past event (i.e., a straggler), TW rolls back the LP status and requires partner LPs to undo the effects caused by previously sent messages which possibly triggered incorrect forward computation. Coping with roll backs needs a frequent state saving. A roll back is articulated into three phases: restoration, coastingforward and canceliation. Restoration refers to the installation of a previous state associated with an LVT T ' just before the roll back time TRB. Starting from T ', the LP re-executes its computation toward TRB (coasting phase). When the TRB state has been eventually installed, the LP proceeds again into its future and undoes all the effects of erroneous messages, possibly sent to other LPs (cancellation phase). TW stores and sends antimessages to cancel the effects of erroneous positive messages. A destination LP receiving an anti-message whose positive message has already been processed will be affected by roll back too, possibly producing additional anti-messages and rollbacks in other processes. Recursively applying this 'roll back and send anti-message' cycle will eventually erase all the previous incorrect computation. The concept of global virtual time (GVT) is used to express the real progress of a whole simulation. GVT is the time of the farthest behind LVT for all the LPs of a simulation model. No LP can roll back to a time earlier than GVT. All messages and states saved prior to GVT are subject to fossil collection, which frees their storage space. A critical factor of TW performance is the periodic update of GVT.
Good speedups have been reported [S] in using TW to the simulation of complex systems like timed Petri nets [ 1, 7] communication networks, queuing networks, logic simulation [2] , combat models and so forth, on a variety of special purposes parallel architectures and of networked homogeneous systems [ 5, 6] .
The work described in this paper aims at experimenting with parallel simulation based on the Time Warp algorithm, on standard, possibly heterogeneous, networked environments in the presence of well-established languages, e.g., C+ +, and of de facto standard inter-networking support layers, e.g., PVM [9] . Novel aspects of the selected approach are: (a) an adoption of the object-oriented paradigm and in particular of standard object oriented analysis methods [ 161 in order to improve reusability and extendibility of simulation library objects; (b) a development of a light-weight software architecture, based on reactive objects, asynchronous message passing and the absence of pre-emption; (c) a control based framework, centered on a flexible scheduler definition, which permits a customizing of the simulation control engine. Basic ideas underlying the adopted approach prove effective also in supporting hard real-time applications [ 13-151. DOSE (distributed object oriented simulation environment) [4] represents a set of implemented tools which allow to experiment with the outlined approach.
This paper first discusses the features of an implemented TW mechanism, i.e., a minimal and efficient kernel which has been achieved using C+ + and PVM. The paper goes on by reporting performance measures of using the developed TW in the simulation of large scale PCS (e.g., 1600 cells) networks [5, 1 l] through a suitable simulation model. The influence of some fundamental critical factors affecting speedup, e.g., system partitioning among the available processors, which in turn defines load balancing conditions, and tuning of TW parameters, e.g., checkpointing, to the application, is also evaluated. An indication of future work is given in the conclusion.
A Time Warp mechanism
This section describes the main features of an implemented light weight Time Warp (LWTW) mechanism. A simulation model consists of a collection of LPs allocated onto the processors of a distributed system. An LP is composed of a collection of reusable basic simuZution objects (bso). A bso is characterized by a dam component and a set of services (actions) whose only responsibility is to modify the bso data. A bso dynamic behavior is modelled as a finite state machine (lifecycle). A bso is at rest until a message arrives which in general triggers a state transition and the execution of an action. The action can generate new messages directed to other bsos including itself. Action execution is atomic.
A single instance of the LWTW kernel runs on any physical processor. The LWTW kernel controls the evolution of an LP. All the bso of the LP share the same address space and see the same logical time, i.e., the LP's local virtual time (LVT). LP's bso concurrently execute and interact one with another by message passing. Concurrency is ensured by non-overkilling OS mechanisms. Rather, an interleaved scheme is adopted where an object action represents the unit of interleaving.
It can be anticipated that, since many bso are abstracted as a single LP, the number of events processed during a roll back can be greater than that when a single bso constitutes one LP. However, the approach avoids overhead costs related to context switch operations occurring when several LPs are handled by a preemptive strategy. In addition, the achieved implementation purposely reduces other costs, as it will be discussed later in this paper, resulting in an overall good performance.
An LWTW control engine relies on the following basic data structures: an input queue (IQ) where are copied external received messages, an output queue (OQ) which holds undo messages, a message queue (MQ) which corresponds to the calendar or event list of a sequential simulation engine, and a state versions (SV ) where are stored copies of an LP' state (which comprises bso and MQ) taken at different values of LVT.
Besides its sender LP, receiver (bso, LP) and data component, each normal message is equipped of a time stamp consisting of two timing attributes: the send time (t,) and the receive time (t,). t, coincides with the LVT of the sender at the message transmission time. t, represents the time at which the receiver LP should dispatch the message at its target bso.
An undo message carries a single timing attribute: its undo time (t,) which represents the time from which all future messages previously sent by the undo message sender LP must be canceled. The operation of LWTW control algorithm is summarized in pseudo-code in Fig. 1 change from the last saved version. A value j for MNSV indicates that the global virtual time updating protocol will be invoked after j state versions are stored and there is the need to checkpoint the LP again. The rollback procedure is launched with a roll back time trb. It first looks for a state version in SV with a checkpoint time t's trb, and installs it on the rolled back LP (RBLP). The procedure goes on by coasting forward from t' to trb. During this phase, local messages are re-processed but external message transmissions are disabled to avoid sending duplicate messages. Erroneous computation previously triggered by RBLP into partner LPs (PLPs) after trb, i.e., by messages transmitted at times t" 2 trb, is canceled by a modified aggressive cancellation technique (MAC). To each PLP a single undo message is sent with the undo time set at the minimum time t, 2 trb at which a message RBLP transmitted to PLP. After the cancellation phase, the RBLP resumes its normal activity by processing the straggler and scheduling the in-transit messages received during roll back. The Undo procedure handles a received undo message m. All the messages received from m. sender with t, I m -t, are either annihilated from MQ and IQ or a roll back is started at m-t,. The possibility of detecting a message to be canceled that was already processed relies on comparing messages in MQ and IQ.
The GVT update protocol is started by an LP which sends to all the remaining LPs a GVT_update message telling that it will not send them further messages until the end of GVT update protocol. Each LP responds by stopping the message loop and broadcasting a similar message to all the remaining LPs. When each LP receives N-1 replies then all in-transit messages are eventually received and scheduled by the LP. Therefore it sends to a designated GVT_manager a proposed GVT value PGVT =min(LVT, MQ' first_messuge. t,). After receiving all the PGVTs, the manager establishes GVT=min (PGVTs) and broadcast the new GVT value to all the LPs which, finally, resume their normal operation by first collecting the memory of LP states in SV associated to times t < GVT (actually the state at GVT or at a time just before GVT is maintained for supporting a roll back at GVT) and of no longer useful undo messages in OQ and committed messages in IQ.
It is worth noting that MAC differs from the classical aggressive cancellation based on anti-messages because it minimizes the bookkeeping involved in the LWTW kernel and the transmission times of the anti-messages through the network. By reducing the number of messages exchanged among the LPs, MAC makes it possible to increase the computation granularity. The transmission of a single undo message to each partner LP replaces the transmission of multiple anti-messages which carry, besides their negative sign, the same data component of the corresponding positive messages, on the basis of which TW normally looks for annihilation in the receiver LP. As a further benefit of MAC, the erroneous computation is stopped more quickly since a single message must transit on the network. This is particularly effective in a distributed context where the high transmission latency of messages delays the ability of stopping erroneous computation spreading. In Ref. [6] it is noted that for self-driving applications (e.g., the simulation of PCSs), when an incorrect message is received by a remote processor, this error spreads very rapidly to many other objects within the same processor because no network interprocess communication is required and the anti-messages are delayed.
Simulation model tuning
An LWTW simulation model is first described as a meta-model [4] , which defines a system in terms of abstract entities corresponding to bso. Then a translation of the meta-model into a simulation model is carried out with the actual bso allocated upon the available processors so that the speedup can be maximized. The issue of load balancing is a critical factor of TW applications and has to be treated in a different way with respect to conventional approaches. Indeed, a high processor utilization does not necessarily mean good speedup because a processor may be busy executing work that later must be undone [6] . Moreover, for heterogeneous distributed systems, the difference in speed of the various processors can make load balancing even more critical. Static load balancing can be achieved through system partitioning. Under the LWTW approach, load balancing can be controlled by splitting the meta-model into different LPs, provided that an adequate number of resources is available. That is, by choosing which bso have to be abstracted as LPs and which processors will run such LPs. Moreover, the values of the tuple (SSR, MNSV) must also be determined in order to improve the speedup.
Determining the composition of LPs and the values of (SSR, MNSV) of a simulation model such as the speedup can be maximized will be referred to as a simulation model tuning. The following are some useful observations about the time cost of single aspects of LWTW operation which can guide the tuning phase.
-GVT update. This cost depends on the number of GVT updates during a simulation. Thus it increases when SSR and/or MNSV decreases.
-State saving. This cost depends on both SSR and MNSV and increases with the number of bso of an LP. A small value of SSR implies a small checktime interval. Consequently, more information (messages and states) will be saved. On the other hand, a high value of MNSV increases the bookkeeping of state saving operations.
~ Restoration. This cost augments with the LP's number of bso. _ Cancellation. This cost increases with (a) the number of state versions which must be canceled, (b) the number of messages which must be canceled and (c) the number of undo messages which must be generated. The latter cost is negligible due to the use of a single message instead of many anti-messages. Cost item (a) increases when SSR is reduced, while item (b) depends on the difference between the time stamp of the straggler (or undo time) and the actual logical time which determines the number of messages to be canceled, i.e. the roll back length. _ Coasting forward. This cost increases with the number of messages generated between the virtual time of the stored version and the time of the message (straggler or undo) that has triggered the roll back. A low value of SSR reduces the coasting forward cost. For SSR = 0 and no contemporary event, this cost is zero. Restoration, cancellation and coasting forward costs increase with the number of roll backs. An LP can be viewed as always being in one of the following states. When CPU time is consumed for processing committed events, the LP is in the Progress state. When the CPU is involved in the activities of a roll back, the LP is in the Rollback state. The remaining activities, i.e., GVT updating and state saving operations, define an Overhead state. In reality, since an LP is a UNIX process, the CPU is also engaged into the typical management activities of a time-sharing system. Such overhead costs are ignored. The percentage of time an LP spends in the Progress state is a measure of the effective utilization of the resources. The goal of simulation model tuning is ultimately that of minimizing the real time required for completing a simulation run. This requires a reduction of the time spent into the Overhead state by SSR and MNSV tuning, and shortening the time spent in the Rollback state by system partitioning, which affects load balancing and the number of roll backs, and SSR and MNSV tuning which influences the roll back costs.
Let RBAT) be the number of rollbacks occurred in the LPj at the end of updating GVT to T. As a measure of the goodness of a given partitioning, the maximum of the differences RBAT) -RBi(T) for all i, j, can be evaluated. It can be argued that when LPs proceed at the 'same rate' the above difference tends to be low. Obviously, this circumstance dictates a good load balancing.
Following load balancing, suitable values of SSR and MNSV must be determined. Generally speaking, a combination of analytical and experimental tools can help. The use of experimental means is exemplified later in this paper, as a part of a PCS simulation model.
A PCS simulation model
In this section a simulation model is presented for a personal communication services network (PCS), i.e., a wireless communication system providing voice service to Mobile Subscribers (MS). The service area has a wrap-around Manhattan-like topology [ 121 partitioned into regular sub-areas called cells. The service within a cell is supplied by a Base Station (BS) which in the model is identified by its coordinates (x, v). A user (i.e., a MS) stays in a cell for a period of time which has a uniform distribution in a range [tmin, t,,J, then moves to one of the four neighboring cells with probability l/4. While moving, a new call can be originated. Both the duration of a call and the new call interarrival time are exponentially distributed random variables, with means respectively l/p and l/i. If a new call is generated while the MS resides in a cell (x, y), then a channel is required to the corresponding BS. Should no channel be available, the call is blocked. When the MS moves from a cell (x, y) to a new cell (x', u') and a call is in progress, then a handover (also named handof) takes place: a new channel is requested to the BS in (x', y') and the channel currently in use in (x, y) is released. In the case that a new channel is not available, the handover procedure fails and the call is dropped. The simulation model relies only on basic functionalities (movement and voice service with associated handover management). In particular, the number of BS channels is assumed to be fixed (FCA, fixed channel allocation) and no buffering schemes for the handover management and/or call request is introduced. The aim was to use the simulation model as a significant testbed for LWTW, i.e., when large PCSs are considered.
The PCS simulation model is split into a collection of LPs, one per physical processor, each being responsible of managing the functionalities of all the BSs and MSs belonging to a given sub-area of the PCS network. Every LP holds a single simulation object, named BSM -BSs Manager -which behaves as the LP administrator.
BSMs are statically configured according to a chosen system partitioning.
Cell objects are modeled as passive objects, i.e., usual data structures, embedded within a BSM. In particular, each BSM is responsible for managing all the BSs with (x, y) belonging to the domain defined by [ Xmin, x,,,] x [ymin, y,,,] , where x denotes the Cartesian product. A BSM assigned domain is defined at the configuration time, by considering load balancing issues.
User objects are modelled as finite state machines but are implemented as messages. Stated in other terms, a user coincides with a message which carries enough information for actualizing the state transitions required by its lifecycle. User-messages are received by a BSM which knows the logical behavior of any user and is therefore capable of changing the user status on the basis of the user-message data and of the managed cell data. As a consequence, a BSM can make many simultaneous actions occurring at a given simulated time, without exchanging local zero timestamp increment messages. For instance, the handling of a handover, i.e., releasing a previous channel from an exiting cell and getting a new channel from a new entering cell, can directly be accomplished by a BSM action, given that, as it occurs with very high probability, the exiting cell and the entering one fall in the same sub-area managed by the BSM. A user-message is updated by a BSM which then sends it to itself or to a remote BSM for further processing.
The dynamic behavior of a MS is summarized in Fig. 2 . A user can find itself in two states: CallOff and CallOn, depending on the existence of a call in progress or not. Orthogonal to the calling issues is the movement. Only three events are used: move, new-call and end-call.
Interactions with BSs for the allocation/deallocation of channels, e.g., for the handover procedure, are achieved as instantaneous actions, without an explicit exchange of events except when the two involved cells belong to different processors. The user lifecycle should be self-explanatory. For instance, when the current state is CallOff and a move is received, the user remains in the same state. Each state transition is accompanied by a set of actions not listed in Fig. 2 for the sake of simplicity. Such actions are clarified in Table 1 . The user lifecycle is packaged and sent to a BSM through a message which carries a timestamp and a data component, i.e., a tuple like the following:
(status, event, previous-cell, current-cell, dwell-time, call-time)
The status attribute is the user current status. Event is the event under arrival. The fields previous-cell and current_cell represent respectively the exiting cell and the entering one. Both are expressed by their coordinates (x, y). The dwell-time is the time the user will remain in the current cell. The call-time either expresses the duration of the call in progress or the interarrival time of the next new call. All of this is distinguished by the status attribute.
An instance of the user-message represents the occurrence of an event in a given state of the user lifecycle. When a user-message is received by a BSM, either the dwell-time or the call-time gets updated according to the associated random distribution. After that, the minimum between the dwell-time and the call-time is used as a timestamp for scheduling the user-message in the simulated future for the same or a remote BSM depending on the site the new current-cell is located. 
Simulation results
The PCS simulation model described in the previous section has been executed on a heterogeneous UNIX networked environment handled by PVM, consisting of four processors: a SUN Spare 1, a SUN Spare IPC, a SUN Spare 5 and a HP9000 Apollo, connected by a standard Ethernet shared with other users.
The PCS system consists of a 40 x 40 cells area. A partition (see Fig. 3 Each user moves independently from any other and resides in a cell for a period of time uniformly distributed in the range [4, lo] unit of times. While moving the user alternates between the idle (CallOff) state and the active (CallOn) one during which a call is in progress. Call duration and new call interarrival time are exponentially distributed random variables with means respectively l/p = l/3, = 75 s.
Load balancing was first addressed by considering 8000 users. An optimal system partitioning was achieved by means of preliminary runs, iteratively organized as in the following. First a simulation run, r,,, with an arbitrary partitioning X0=(x,, x1, x2) was executed and the number of rollbacks experienced by all the LPs, denoted by R, = (IV,, N,, A',, N3) , registered. R, was used to determine a better system partitioning X1 and so on. System partition was iterated until a given difference between the highest and lowest values in Rj was within an acceptable range to retain the system balanced. Switching from a system partitioning to the next was accomplished by allocating more bso on to LPs which experimented a higher number of rollbacks, and by decreasing the number of bso for the LP with lowest number of rollbacks. Fig. 4 shows the total numbers of rollbacks as a function of the GVT for the partitioning Xj= (6, 20, 26) with SSR =2 and MNSV = 10. With such a partition the IPC and Spare 1 simulate the activities of 280 cells, while Spare 5 and HP 9000 the activities of 520 cells.
Initially 2000 users were put in the middle of the simulated area. As one can see, GVT Fig. 4 . Rollbacks vs. GVT, (6, 20, 26) the IPC and Spare 1 experienced more rollbacks than the other two workstations, meaning that the LVT of the LPs progressed at a higher rate compared to the other two LPs. At the GVT = 1006, the IPC had rolled back twice the number of rollbacks of the HP 9000.
To increase the computation load of IPC and Spare 1 the system was re-partitioned as (7, 20, 27) , so that 40 more cells were simulated by the two workstations, corresponding to about 15% more load. Thus, 320 cells were allocated upon the IPC and Spare 1 and 480 cells on the other two processors. Results, given in Fig. 5 , showed that LPs made a progress with a lower shift among their LVTs. The completion time associated with this last partitioning was marginally less than the time required to complete the simulation using the previous partitioning indicating that a margin of about 10% in distributing the computational load does not deteriorate the performance.
The average number of events processed during the coasting forward phase was GVT, (7, 20, 27) . about 1.60 events/bso, which corresponds to about 700 events to be processed in a coasting forward phase. A lower value can be obtained by diminishing the SSR parameter. The completion time (CT) as a function of the SSR with MNSV= 10 is shown in Fig. 6 for a simulation time of 1000 unit of times.
It is seen that SSR =0 guarantees a minimum completion time, meaning that the coasting forward phase is actually very expensive. The completion time as a function of MNSV with SSR = 0 is depicted in Fig. 7 .
A MNSV value in the range [20, 251 gives rise to best performance. After an optimal partition was found and the (SSR, MNSV) tuning carried out empirically, the speedup was evaluated as a function of the total number of users (see Fig. 8 ). The speedup is defined as the ratio between the wall clock time of a serial execution of the simulation model on the fastest machine and the time required to complete the same simulation using the LWTW algorithm. Fig. 8 shows that in order to obtain good speedups the number of users must exceed a threshold. This would guarantee an LP to have a suitable number of events to be processed before its LVT making a significant progress. Below this threshold the LPs are lightly loaded and the number of rollbacks high. For example, with a total number of 1800 users, about 4.8% of the messages an LP receives are stragglers, while with 16000 users this percentage falls to 0.6%. However, when the number of users goes beyond a given limit the speedup starts decreasing. This is due to the increased number of bso per LP which in turn raises the overhead during a rollback, by increasing the rollback length and the coasting forward length. For example, the average number of events processed during a coasting forward phase was found 50 and 542 with 1800 and 16000 users respectively. To reduce these costs, more than one LP could be allocated on a physical processor or more resources (processors) should be available. The above considerations are confirmed by Fig. 9 which shows the efficiency, i.e., the ratio between the number of committed events (processed by a sequential simulator) and the total number of processed events, versus the number of users. As one can see, the efficiency ranges between 70% and 75%. Although the efficiency is not very high, this fact does not impair the speedup since the majority of the additional messages processed by the parallel simulator are actually local messages, i.e., the number of remote messages and the associated communication cost are minimized.
The ratio R between the number of remote messages and the total number of processed events is reported in Table 2 . It is shown that a small fraction of the generated events were directed to a bso allocated on a remote LP. Moreover, the percentage of measured undo messages was always found below 6% of the total number of remote messages (due events, GVT update messages and undo messages). ,*o: .Y\. 
Conclusions and further work
This paper describes an object-oriented Time Warp mechanism -LWTWcapable of supporting parallel simulation of complex systems on a distributed computing environment abstracted by PVM. Key factors of LWTW are a use of Time Warp among logical processes which are clusters of light-weight simulation objects, one logical process allocated per processor, and the adoption of a modified aggressive cancellation technique during roll backs which proves useful for quickly undoing an erroneous computation. As a significant test-bed of LWTW, the paper proposes an effective simulation model useful for studying large PCS networks and reports performance results of executing the model on a heterogeneous distributed system. It is worth mentioning that for 16000 users and 1600 cells, the sequential simulator takes about 18 h to complete. The paper shows that a good speedup (3.5 with 4 processors and 16000 users) can be obtained provided a suitable system partitioning is adopted. Further work is ongoing in extending and optimizing the achieved Time Warp tool. As in Ref. [2] , an incremental state saving technique is under development which would improve roll back management and storage requirements. Simulation tuning is a key issue which deserves further investigation through a combination of analytical and experimental means.
